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Changes at Wingecarribee Council
On Friday the 12 March 2021, Minister for Local 
Government, Shelley Hancock suspended Wingecarribee 
Shire Council and appointed an Interim Administrator 
Mr Viv May for a period of three months. The role of the 
Administrator is very important as he essentially acts as 
the Council, replacing the role previously performed by the 
Mayor and Councillors. 
The appointment of two Acting General Managers followed, 
including Barry Paull and John Burgess, but as quickly as 
they were appointed, they were just quickly removed and 
on 22 March, Viv May appointed Les McMahon as Acting 
General Manager.
Over an 18-month period, dating back to late 2019, the 
Burrawang and Wildes Meadow Community Association 
(BWMCA), had made numerous attempts to meet with 
Council to discuss numerous issues including:
• various development applications
• concerns regarding overgrown verges and fallen trees 

causing risks and hazards to road users
• other dangerous road conditions with respect to entering 

and leaving the village 
• the poor condition of roads generally 
• understanding projects earmarked and the allocation of 

a budget for Burrawang and Wildes Meadow and
• the installation of shelter at the Burrawang Cemetery. 
Despite those attempts, the BWMCA only received one 
response to confirm Council had received the Association’s 
request for a meeting and apart from that there had not 
been any type of engagement from Council.
Following Mr. May’s appointment, the Community 
Association again reached out in the hope we could meet 
with Council and in early April we were advised Mr. May 
would embark on ‘engagement tour’, to visit all the towns 
and villages in Wingecarribee Shire.
On 19 April several residents, members of the BWMCA and 
the School of Arts met one on one with Mr. May and later 
that same evening he attended the BWMCA meeting. 
During our Association meeting, Mr. May assured attendees 
that while he holds the position of Interim Administrator, 
he will do his best to independently serve in an honest, 
open, and transparent way, ensuring all voices are heard. 
He told the Association the Council had been dysfunctional 
and he couldn’t understand how it all got to this, but it was 
his priority to restore public confidence and the effective 
functioning of the Council.
He advised our meeting that a first round search for 
a suitable replacement General Manager had been 
unsuccessful so this role would be re-advertised, and two 
other Deputy General Managers were leaving Council.  
He also advised he had been meeting with suspended 
Councillors and his door will remain open to any person who 
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may wish to meet with him. 
He also emphasised the importance of confidentiality and although it would be 
difficult to guarantee that confidential emails would only be seen by him, he 
had instructed Council employees that correspondence addressed to him, and 
marked confidential, would only be opened by him, and secured in a way that 
complies with statutory requirements. 
Burrawang and Wildes Meadow residents are encouraged to reach out to Mr. 
May directly should you wish to raise concerns.
Following his meeting with the Association, on 21 April at an Extraordinary 
Meeting of Wingecarribee Council, Mr. May raised several matters with respect to 
his interim appointment and confirmed:
“In my short time at Wingecarribee Shire Council, I have taken the view that, 
while the Minister was justified in the suspension of the Council, the role of the 
administration and in particular the executive left much to be desired and was a 
contributing factor. 
I would advise the community that at the May meeting I will be seeking an 
extension of 3 months to my appointment. It is important that the Wingecarribee 
Shire community has renewed confidence and trust in the Council before the 
September 2021 elections. Time is short and there is much to be done.” 
In my one-on-one discussion with Mr. May, I raised concerns about the lack of 
representation for smaller villages such as Burrawang, Wildes Meadow and 
Kangaloon at a Councillor level and the lack of communication we have had at an 
Administrative / Management Shire Council level.   
Mr. May apologised about the poor communication and recognised this was a 
significant issue, and one which he put down to poor leadership and it would be 
one of the first things he intended to address. He said it was vitally important 
for Associations and Villages such as ours to have a central point of contact in 
Council and he was looking at appointing a Council Coordinator. He said, in his 
experience, the failure of Councils to listen to smaller outlier villages and towns 
caused issues of discontent between the residents of those villages and Council, 
manifesting itself into much larger issues.  Ultimately, as Mr. May agreed, we are 
all rate payers, and we need to have a voice.
With regards to upcoming Local Council elections in September 2021, the 
following people have already registered as candidates. All residents are 
reminded voting is compulsory and are encouraged to consider who is standing 
and to vote for those who are more likely to protect the uniqueness of Burrawang 
and Wildes Meadow.

The Association has already been 
approached and met with Kaye 
Tompson and Rachel Russell has 
requested to attend an Association 
meeting.  

 ♦ Bott, Jennifer May 
 ♦ Smith, Nicole Ann 
 ♦ Crowley, Jane Margrett 
 ♦ Russell, Rachel Margaret 
 ♦ Armstrong, Ian Patrick  (The 
Liberal Party of Australia New 
South Wales Division)

 ♦ Scandrett, Ian 
 ♦ Watson, Lynn Alison 
 ♦ Evans, Jonathan Huw 
 ♦ Fuller, Ashley 
 ♦ Tompson, Kaye 
 ♦ Jones, Samuel Robert 
 ♦ Neill-Stevens, Aaron 
 ♦ Davidson, Jo-Ann  (Australian 
Labor Party (NSW Branch))

 ♦ Smith, Barry David 
 ♦ Zilinskas, Sam Dawson 

That’s all for now but as always, we 
welcome the community’s feedback or 
questions on anything else you see as 
impacting on the village or surrounding 
area.
Please stay safe and healthy and let’s 
just hope the world gets better soon.
Kind regards
Chris McCann
President – BWM Community 
Association 
0474 500 658
bwmcassoc@gmail.com

From The Editors
Firstly we would like to thank Liz Varley for all her years of service to the Burrawang Herald. Fortunately for us  Liz 
will continue to contribute by testing our brains with the Trivia each edition. Both Glenda and myself are excited to be 
taking over as editors of the Herald and hope to continue the great work Liz has done. The Herald is dependent upon its 
volunteers all of whom make a valuable contribution each edition and without them this wouldn’t be possible. We thank long 
time resident Dean Pryke and new resident Brooke Hill for making contributions to the June edition. If you have something 
to contribute to the September issue please let us know.
Thank You
Glenda & Steven (Editors Burrawang Herald)
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Around the Traps with Geoff Goodfellow
Our son Sam plays cricket with the Robbo Burrawang mob and I often hear him 
talking about Hoota, Jags, Chang, Gus, Ringer, Cuppy, Buckets, Biscuit, Dint and 
many others, but rarely by the name the parents put on their birth certificate. 
That got me thinking about nicknames.  
All cricketers seem to be known by something other than what their mother calls 
them, don’t they? There was former Australian captain Tugga Waugh, Peter Sleep 
was Sounda and Aaron Bird was better known as Flu, or was that Flew? 
Brett Lee earned the nickname of Oswald before becoming better known as Bing.  
He copped the Oswald tag because early in his career he batted behind his brother Shane Lee and Ian Harvey. So when 
captain Steve Waugh announced the batting order it read Lee followed by Harvey so the next one just had to be Oswald, 
didn’t it?
Then there are footballers.
Rugby league player Matt Hilder was better known as Waltzing, while Martin Offiah was not surprisingly assigned the 
Chariots tag. 
One of the All Black forwards was known as Beer Bottle because they reckoned he was empty from the neck up. 
A Central Coast soccer striker earned the nickname Jigsaw because whenever he got into the box he fell to pieces. 
Former Swans player, Lewis Roberts-Thompson was simply known as Hyphen, Nathan Bassett was The Hound and rugby 
legend Nathan Sharp became Notso.
My favourite though is the country footballer who had lost most of his fingers on one hand in a farm accident.  His team-
mates called him Clock.  Why?  Because he had a big hand and a little hand.
I worked with a manager called Mirrors, so named because he was always going to look into it and Singlet was so 

Robert Handley
0419 243 520      Lic. 110210C
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generous he’d give you the shirt off his back.  There are the Webb boys - Funnel 
and Spider.  And the Down family, Bob, Ben, Neil, Doug, Stan and of course, their 
sister Ida. 
I went to school with a bloke from out west who talked so slowly we all called him 
Yesterday.  Then there was poor old Simon Phyllis, who was more commonly 
known, even among our teachers, as Syphilis.
My old mate Dudley was telling me about a character that lived at Wildes 
Meadow they called Paper Bag Pete. He got the nickname because he was 
a fixture at the Burrawang pub wearing a brown paper hat, brown paper shirt, 
brown paper trousers and cardboard shoes.
One day Dudley walked into the pub for a beer and was surprised to see Paper 
Bag Pete wasn’t there.
“Where’s Paper Bag Pete?” asked Dudley.
“He’s in trouble with the police again.”
“What for this time?” asked Dudley.
“Rustling.” 
Upon reflection, I knocked around back in the day with blokes called Wingnut, 
Prong, Doofa, Horse, Log, Tripod, Chucker, Crowbar, Grub, Sloth, Custard Guts, 
Bloodnut and Mad Dog, so I guess Paper Bag Pete and the Robbo Burrawang 
cricketers are not so unusual, are they?
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Burrawang Rural 
Fire Brigade

The Brigade would like to acknowledge the fact that farmers have traditionally 
played a pivotal role in protection of not just their own properties but local 
communities throughout Australia’s history.  Most early rural and remote Brigades 
were established when local farmers joined together to provide a front-line 
defence against the ever-present fire threat in their areas.  We would be very 
interested in hearing any stories of long-standing local farmers in the Burrawang 
area and sharing their expertise with the Brigade.
In addition, Burrawang has many newcomers over time who might appreciate the 
advice of others within their neighbourhood with more experience in preparing 

rural properties against the threat of fire.  Apart from experienced neighbours, the NSW RFS provides a number of 
resources for property owners on acreage looking for guidance.  

 � A Farm Fire Plan for property owners is now available at http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/plan-and-prepare/farm-fire-safety  or 
come and collect one from us on a Wednesday evening.

 � Pile burns or hazard reductions, have to be notified all year round even though you only need a permit during the fire 
season.  You can do this easily through the NSW RFS website https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/fire-information/BFDP/burn-
notifications.  If it turns out that you are in a Fire and Rescue area you will need a permit throughout the year as well.  

 � For the latest on the 10/50 rules on clearances around fence lines and structures go to http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/
plan-and-prepare/1050-vegetation-clearing .   For example, clearing adjacent to farm sheds is now permitted under the 
10/50 scheme.

 � If you would like a property visit, to help evaluate your preparedness contact Elizabeth (below) and she can arrange for 
an appropriate person to come.

Brigade news and activities
 � Many of our members assisted with the recent flood response.  We would like to 
acknowledge Dave Hethrington, who did multiple shifts including one in Moree. 

 � COVID 19 allowing, we plan to offer again our Community Fire Awareness workshop 
later in the year.  This is a half-day, hands on workshop at the station designed to 
prepare people who may end up being on their own during the fire period but would 
be valuable for many others as well.  Contact Elizabeth if you want to lodge an early 
expression of interest.

 � All things being well, by September we will have our community fire season briefing on 
12th September.  This is the RFS Get Ready Weekend and we will be offering our usual 
fabulous afternoon tea. 

 � Following the great success of our on-line 2020 Get Ready Challenge (still available 
at www.burrawangrfb.org ) we are planning on doing something on-line, similar and 
perhaps more fun, for families or carers with children of all ages. 

 	 Phillipa Drewett, Peter Marshall and Elizabeth Ellis will be receiving their Long Service 
Medals at a ceremony in June. In addition, Elizabeth Ellis has been awarded the 
Commissioner’s Internal Bravery and Service Award for her efforts during the 2019/2020 
fire season.  Congratulations to these members. 

 
 Mark Compton contributes regularly to District training and acts as an assessor on many 
weekends.  Thank you, Mark. 

 � The Brigade recently assisted a local landowner to safely complete a pile burn (below).

Photos from deployment at 
Wiseman’s Ferry during the recent 

floods
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For our safety
From 2018 a new road rule has applied when passing emergency vehicles stopped on the road.  The new rule requires 
motorists to slow down to 40km/h when passing a stationary emergency vehicle displaying blue or red flashing lights.  This 
also requires motorists to give way to any person on foot in the immediate area of the emergency vehicle. Motorists should 
not increase their speed until they are a safe distance past the vehicle so as not to cause a danger to anyone in the vicinity.
This rule was modified in NSW in 2019 to prevent accidents on freeways.

 🚨 Drivers will no longer need to slow down to 40km/h on roads with speed limits of 90km/h or over.
 🚨 Drivers will continue to be required to slow down to 40km/h on roads with speed limits of 80km/h or under.
 🚨 The rule now includes tow trucks and breakdown assistance vehicles, which are displaying yellow flashing lights while 

stopped on the road.
These changes include the speed drivers need to slow down to in certain circumstances to avoid unsafe practices like hard 
braking.  On roads with speed limits of 90km/h or over drivers will need to:

 🚨 Slow to a speed which is safe and reasonable for the circumstances;
 🚨 Give sufficient space between their vehicle and the breakdown assistance or emergency vehicle and workers.
 🚨 On multi-lane roads drivers must change lanes to keep the lane next to the vehicle free if it is safe to do so.

Brigade training
The Brigade continues to conduct timely and encouraging important training for the members.  We recently conducted a 
training exercise with our neighbouring brigades on managing grass fires.  Phillipa Drewett is going through Crew Leader 
training; Rob MacDonald and Dave Morton are doing Advanced Firefighting; Dave Gowans has successfully passed his 
Rural Fire Driving course which gives us another response driver; Rob McDonald will increase the numbers of members 
who can assist with the chainsaw.  We have a number of members lined up to do Village Firefighter training later in the 
year.  
We would like to welcome to the Brigade Daniel Stevenson who finalised his Bush Firefighter assessment recently.  We 
have two prospective new members starting soon, so if you have been thinking about joining and would like to be ready for 
the next fire season, now would be the time to come and collect a form.  
Contact us
If you would like to contact the Brigade there are a number of ways:

 � Email: brfb@bigpond.com 
  Facebook:  Burrawang Fire Brigade
 � Ring Elizabeth Ellis Community Engagement Officer on 0411032712
 � Or come on down on a Wednesday evening to the station on Hoddle St, opposite the Burrawang General Store and 
Café.  Any time after 7pm usually. 
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SCHOOL OF ARTS
Greetings to all as we head from Autumn to Winter. It seems incredible that we 
have lived under the shadow of Covid-19 for well over a year now, yet Australia 
has been able to maintain a status that has been far less dramatic than other 
countries. Although there is a feeling of some relaxation from the severity of 
the more stringent of our public health measures, we still must be aware of the 
possibility of viral spread and its consequences.
The relative relaxation of some of the public health restrictions has seen a 
cautiously optimistic return to some activities that had been canceled in 2020. 
The Burrawang School of Arts Committee has conscientiously worked within the 
public health safety parameters in bringing some elements of the functions back 
to life,
The first indication of this cautious return was with the ever-popular end of the 
month Friday film night, moved into the main hall to allow social distancing. 
The attendance over the last few months in the Covid-safe milieu has been a 
gratifying 40 to 50 people, with Michael and Cath carefully selecting films for our 
entertainment. The sheer enjoyment at being able to get out and socialize at such 
an event has been obvious amongst those attending.
The Australian Haydn Ensemble (AHE) had to cancel a booked concert at 
the end of last year (again due to Covid-19), but a new date was set with a 
successful concert being performed in the main hall to a maximum capacity 
audience on Sunday, March 7 at 4pm. The musicians gave exceptionally virtuosic 
performances of three string quartets (by Haydn, Pleyel and Mozart respectively) 
to the delight of the captivated audience. Further concerts by the AHE are already 
planned this year for 6 June and 4 September.
The next concert that was held was on 25 April in the main hall, with Sandie 
White and Brigitte Baden-Rennie presenting “Just for a Thrill”, a jazz cabaret 
with wonderful piano and double bass support. The presentation of impassioned 
songs from American female jazz singers’ songbooks entertained the audience 
for over two hours. It was not just the remarkably powerful singing of both 
vocalists that kept the audience’s focus, but their sustained good-humoured 
banter with each other and the audience throughout the performance. As a BYO 
drinks and nibbles events, this certainly transformed the main hall into a magical 
cabaret for the evening, again with maximum allowable numbers. The Committee 
of the School of Arts extends its whole-hearted gratitude to Mary-Anne and Bruce 
Terry who kindly donated the as new Yamaha upright, which successfully saw its 
first public showing and use at this concert. Both the piano tuner and piano player 
were wildly complimentary about the quality of the instrument!
On Anzac Day a large number of people attended the Burrawang Cenotaph in the 
front garden of the School of Arts. Amongst the scent of rosemary, the powerfully 
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even replacement.
The major task of replacing the main hall floor has required 
ongoing research and input into such matters as availability 
of timber and consultation with builders as to the most 
appropriate approach to re-doing the flooring is further 
considered. Given the availability of materials and builders, 
it is hoped that this major undertaking will be possible in the 
first quarter of 2022.     

Dwight Dowda
Committee Member
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emotive bugle calls, the reading from “For the Fallen”, the 
minute’s silence and the solemn laying of wreaths at the 
cenotaph, this poignant occasion rightly celebrated those 
who had given the supreme sacrifice for our country in past 
wars.
By the time this edition of the Burrawang Herald is 
published, the much-loved Trivia Night (15 May) will have 
been held. This is always a very popular event. Tickets to 
this favourite event sold out within a week of publication 
of the availability of the event. More of that in the next 
Newsletter!
For your diary: Planning is underway for a Mediaeval Feast 
to be held in the main hall on 10 July. This will be a night 
of fun and frivolity and will be a major event in lieu of the 
Annual Ball. 
Behind the scenes your School of Arts Committee remains 
busy planning events for the community that will not only 
entertain but also help raise the necessary funds to maintain 
our beautiful historic buildings in top condition. We have had 
to absorb the monetary losses occasioned by cancellations 
of events such as weddings during 2020 as a direct result 
of the severe limitations placed on utilizing the hall during 
the pandemic. This has meant dependence on the School 
of Arts financial reserves to meet the ongoing costs of 
keeping the buildings fully functional and sturdy. Repairs 
have had to be undertaken because of significant leakage 
in the kitchen roof, and as industrial equipment such as the 
dishwasher and ovens age, so too is there an increasing 
occurrence of equipment failures necessitating repairs or 

Your local professional and caring Accounting and Advisory team providing all 
your accountancy and business advisory requirements. Including:

• tax planning, 
• estate and succession planning,
• financial and management accounting, and
• BAS and FY end reporting for individuals and commercial clients

For a confidential conversation, please contact 
Rebecca Duffy or Joel Goring.

Rebecca: 0422 174 660            Joel: 0422 452 543
E: rebecca@goringduffy.com.au  or joel@goringduffy.com.au

Suite 8A  The Mews  Bundarooo  St Bowral

Biggest  Morning Tea
The Warner family were again 

disappointed not to be able to hold 
their Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea 
in Burrawang again this year, due to 

COVID restrictions.
They are hoping to hold their 25th 
Biggest Morning Tea on Saturday 

28 May 2022, raising vital funds for 
Cancer Research.

Judy Warner
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The New Road Route Numbering 
System for NSW

(Above: alpha-numeric road sign southbound on Hume Motorway near 
Sutton Forest)

Abstract: This article relates to the 2013-2014 introduction 
of the MAB Alpha-Numeric Road Route Numbering System 
across New South Wales.
HISTORY:
Late last century a consortium was sent to the UK, Denmark 
and Holland with a view to introducing a national road route 
numbering system for Australia.
When the new NSW government was installed circa 2012, 
it cleared the way for the new system to be implemented in 
NSW following much earlier installations in the other states.
INTRODUCTION:
It would appear that few people are familiar with the new 
road route numbering system that was introduced statewide 
during 2013-2014.
HOW IT WORKS:
Up until 2013, the old road route numbering system that 
was previously in place consisted of shields and shapes 
and was essentially a crude ad-hoc version of the American 
system that was confusing and messy and not particularly 
user or computer friendly. (go onto next page)
2013 saw the introduction of the British road route 
numbering system, known as the MAB system, which 
is now used in numerous countries around the world. It 
consists of prefixing each major road route number with 
a letter, “M” for motorway-standard roads, “A” for national 
routes and “B” for state routes and arterials. Victoria 
additionally has “C” for minor roads. Even-numbers run 
east-west, odd-numbers run north-south. The new system 
also means that there are no changes across state borders. 
The only state that to-my-knowledge doesn’t have the MAB 

system is Western Australia, I think that they’re just waiting 
for natural attrition of old signs before changing over.
A major advantage of the system is the ease with which 
directions can be given to, say, an unfamiliar driver looking 
for directions. Take for example the route from Heathcote 
in Sydney’s south to Auburn in Sydney’s west. One had 
to remember “Heathcote Pass, Heathcote Road, Menai 
Road, Alfords Point Road, Fairford Road, Stacey Street, 
Rookwood Road, Joseph Street”, etc. This entire route 
is now under the name “A6”, so by simply following the 
A6 signs you will get to Auburn with minimal navigational 
difficulty. If someone were to ask me how to get from 
Burrawang to Canberra Airport, all I would need to say is 
“Church Street, left onto the A48, stay on A48 until you 
arrive at the Hoddles Interchange and turn left down the 
on-ramp onto the M31, after an hour proceed left onto the 
M23 for around 45 minutes to then arrive at the Canberra 
Airport exit” (Canberra Airport is visible just off to the left of 
the M23).
In regard to our local roads, the B73 runs from Bomaderry 
in the south, over thru Kangaroo Valley and up Barrengarry 
Mountain then thru Avoca, Bowral and Mittagong and 
terminates at the M31 entrance just north of the Braemar 
Bunnings Hardware store. The A48 runs from Albion Park 
in the east, up Macquarie Pass and along to the Hoddles 
Interchange just west of Sutton Forest where it terminates at 
the M31. The M31 motorway (Hume Motorway) starts from 
the M7/M5 interchange at Prestons and continues all the 
way into Victoria. All the current green road directional and 
distance reassurance signs carry the new route numbers. 
A more recent signage update is seeing the white route-
number borders removed and the route numbers being 
more clearly shown in yellow fluorescent color.
The new route numbers do not affect existing tolling 
arrangements on motorways. 
Further information, pdfs and maps plus a 5-minute 2013 
introductory YouTube video can be sourced by going on 
computer or portable communicator to this site address:  
rms.nsw.gov.au/roadnumbers
I hope by writing this article I have enlightened road users of 
this simple and logical new system.
Dean Pryke
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The Burrawang P&C held its AGM on 20 April this year, 
meeting in person on campus for the first time in 12 months. 
My thanks to the executive team who have given their 
commitment for another year on the P&C: Brooke Munro as 
Vice President, Bec Duffy as Treasurer, and Rob Macdonald 
as Secretary. What an excellent team of people to work with 
– thank you for everything you do for the Burrawang School 
and community.
In addition to the executive team there are a number of 
volunteers who take on a range of tasks to support families 
and the School. One of these is the management of the 
uniform shop, which has been in the expert hands of 
Suzee Brain for the last 8 years! Over the years Suzee has 
managed changes to the suite of uniform items, sourced 
improved garments and last year introduced a new payment 
system that has made things so much easier for parents. 
Thank you Suzee for the many hours you have dedicated to 
the uniform shop, being available to parents, and keeping 
the shop stocked for those seemingly overnight growth 
spurts! We have a few months left, but this is Suzee’s last 
year as Uniform Shop Coordinator, as Indigo finishes up in 
Year 6 this year. So, to all parents, it would be great to have 
a new volunteer on board soon so Suzee can do a handover 
from Term 3. If you’re interested, the uniform shop is a well-
oiled machine with all the technology now in place to make 
things super easy!
As planned, our first P&C meeting of the year focussed on 
discussing fundraising activities for 2021/2022. We still have 
a number of ideas on the table and hope to finalise these in 
the coming months. We have been discussing ways to build 
community spirit and connection while raising funds for the 
School, and finding ways for the children and all community 
members to be directly involved. We look forward to sharing 
these ideas with you all.
Karon Di Francesco 
P&C President, Burrawang School

Book launch for new Burrawang local

One of Burrawang’s newest residents, Brooke Hill, is 
launching a new children’s picture book. 
‘You Two, You Two’ is a sweet bedtime story that celebrates 
the friendship and adventures of siblings. Written by Brooke 
Hill and illustrated by renowned illustrator Elin Matilda, it’s a 
timeless book to treasure.
“When my youngest, Patrick, was born, I wanted to find a 
book that was like a wish to the universe about the sweet 
and silly adventures that two siblings could experience 
together,” says Brooke.
“There are lots of books about helping a big brother or sister 
cope with the arrival of a new baby. This is not that book. 
Those books play an important role, but I wanted to write a 
book for siblings that celebrates the fun they’ll share as they 
grow through life together, from the tender moments to the 
wild ones.”
Written for parents to enjoy as much as children, ‘You Two, 
You Two’ the perfect gift for a friend who is having their 
second baby, or for grandparents to give their grandchildren. 
And while the book was written for siblings, the story is 
universal and can be enjoyed by any friends, cousins or 
blended families. 
‘You Two, You Two’ launches in late July and will be 
available to buy at www.brookehill.me, Amazon, Booktopia 
and all good bookshops. You can sign up now to the pre-
order list at brookehill.me.
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Letters to the Editor and Article 
Contributions

The Burrawang Herald is a community 
newspaper and we welcome feedback 

from our readers. Tell us what you 
enjoyed in this edition of the Herald 

and what you might like to see featured 
in future editions. Articles, comments or 

suggestions should be addressed to:
The Editor

the.burrawang.herald@gmail.com

Wilde Living  
with 

Barbara Good-Fry

A strange summer has bled into 
a strange autumn, and the only 
things we managed to grow were 
2 lambs, some lettuce, a lot of 
mold and our first decent apples.  People around us seemed to do well with 
apples too, and it was delightful swapping different varieties that you never see 
in shops.  Our ever-generous neighbours had russets of an amazing size and 
flavour that made the best apple pie filling I’ve ever achieved.  They are warm 
and sweet in flavour, with a texture like snow in the morning.  Hunt’s Russets 
hold that texture when recooked in a pie and then slice perfectly when you serve.  
In truth, they look a little odd compared to modern apples, being somewhat 
misshapen and mottled, but you shouldn’t be put off by their unassuming exterior.  
And you should never pass up the opportunity to use Hunt’s russets.  
Then we met Norm from around the corner.  Norm has a fabulous turn of phrase 
and at one point, leant conspiratorially over the gate and said to my better 
half “Are you saving money by writing your own jokes?” Indeed. Eventually, 
conversation turned to fruit and the mention of Winesap apples got my immediate 
attention.  I think I may have set a new land-speed record for utes in my 
eagerness to get some and they were more than worth the hasty trip. Winesaps 
have a fairytale-appealing crimson-to-gold skin and an almost perfect shape.  
When raw, they have an oddly soft texture and mellow taste.  Whilst they’re quite 
pleasant to eat, they don’t really reveal themselves until they’re baked whole. 
Bathe them in the dry heat of an oven and they turn into an apple custard, barely 
contained by the roasted skin, which is too good to leave on the plate.
Last amongst the great dessert apples to ripen in our area are pippins.  This 
year’s pippins are still to come and are usually an early winter apple.  I can’t 
but love Richard Cox, the man behind Cox’s Orange Pippin, an apple designed 
to be at its best when the hard-frost has settled over the land and there’s not 
much other fruit around.  It’s a winter apple that reflects Cox’s practicality and 
background as a brewer – it’s wonderful to eat, cook and make cider with.  
What more can you ask from an apple?  This years’ pippins are still ripening in 
the last of the autumn sun, but last year we were lucky to find Hunt’s Russets 
mingled with Penelope’s Pippins so I was in apple-heaven.  Occasionally you find 
something calling itself a pippin in shops, but they are always very disappointing 
in flavour and nothing like a real pippin.  Penelope’s Pippins are real pippins. 
They are an explosion of flavour – pear, melon and a hint of orange – with a juicy 
flesh encased in a gorgeous autumn-hued skin.  Can you tell I like them? When 
you have something this beautiful, I think you should make it the star of the dish 
and I can’t think of anything better than a traditional French apple terrine.  
I grew up with an apple tree in the backyard; an ancient granny smith that 
produced tons of fragrant blossoms followed by tons of wormy, sour apples that 
never seemed to be worth eating.  My parents weren’t big on gardening so they 
weren’t fussed about wormy apples and left the tree to its own devices.  When 

1. What is the name of the home 
that was the former NSW 
Governor’s summer residence at 
Sutton Forrest?

2. What is the name and location 
of Australia’s oldest continually 
licensed Inn?

3. Who was Moss Vale named 
after? 

4. The ban on selling bottled 
drinking water in 2009 happened 
where?

5. What is a Burrawang?
6. What location is named after 

the aboriginal meaning “little 
mountain”?

7. What is the “Cockatoo Run”
8. Who were the Aboriginal 

inhabitants of the southern 
highlands?

9. What was “the Briars” used for 
prior to 1979 before it once again 
became an inn?

10. What event would you see hats 
and hooves?

Know your 
Neighbourhood
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it was in blossom, it was my favourite place to hide out 
with a good book because of it’s comfortable branches and 
privacy.  A very quirky swing was installed by Dad and it had 
to be the most dangerous swing in the district.  With subtle 
changes of angle you could be sent crashing into the main 
trunk – a painfully abrasive experience – and once you 
started hitting the trunk there was no changing the trajectory.  
It was also a very high swing that was hard to stop once 
it was in motion and if you worked at it long enough, you 
get the whole swing to prescribe a full revolution over the 
topmost branch.  It was always an exciting experience 
to suddenly find yourself flying upside-down through the 
blossoms. 
The apples I grow now are on a much less dangerous tree 
and there are no worms (or cherry slug) in sight.  Cherry 
slug was a major problem for us when we first arrived in 
Wildes Meadow.  The existing, very overgrown, orchard 
was infested with them, and the slugs wasted no time in 
attacking our new trees.  Putting our chooks in the orchard 
was a slow but steady way to win the cherry slug war and 
4 years later our old (and new) apples are thriving.  We 
wanted to plant good eating apples and went with Pink 
Ladies and Crimson Crisps, hoping they would make a good 
hybrid.  I’m not sure what to call the result: a Pink Crisp? 
Or a Crimson Lady? Whatever they are, they’re crisp, juicy 
and on an almost painful border between sweet and tart.  An 
apple with umami? They also proved to be good for cooking, 
but were definitely at their best within 2 weeks of picking 
and eaten cold or standing in the sunshine, just plucked 
from the tree.  
Wilde living in autumn is a very nice way to live.  

Recipes
Hunt’s Russet Pie Filling
4-5 large Hunt’s Russets
¾ cup sugar
Peel and core the apples, then cut into large cubes.  Put the 
cut apples straight into a pan and sprinkle the sugar over 
the top.  Cover and cook over medium heat until the apples 
have softened and you can only just see their shape.  The 
apples should be mostly collapsed but not be total mush.  
If the pan seems dry during the cooking period, add a little 
water but not too much.  I find russets cook much better just 
in their own juices and too much water destroys their lovely 
texture.  This filling will freeze well so you can always have 
a great pie filling to hand.

Roast Brandy-Caramel Winesaps 
Mix together equal quantities of ground almond (or 
hazelnuts) and sugar.  Add the finely grated zest of lemon, 
cinnamon to your liking, 1 teaspoon of brandy/cognac 
and beat in enough butter to make a soft paste.  Core the 
apples and cut a small slice off the bottom so they sit level.  
Put them in a lightly buttered baking dish and stuff them 
with the almond mixture.  A few raisins stuffed in the core 
at intervals, are a great addition.  Dot the bottom of the 
dish with butter and pour a little cream (but not too much) 
over the apples.  Bake in a moderate oven until the apples 
have collapsed slightly and the butter and cream have 
caramelised in the bottom of the pan.  Serve while hot with 
vanilla ice cream and the hot sauce poured over.

French Apple Terrine
It doesn’t really matter what size of dish you use, as long as 
it is fairly heavy and deep but compact.  
Melt 50g butter with 2 tablespoons of brandy, cognac or 
calvados.  My original recipe calls for calvados, but I never 
seem to have any in the cupboard (who does?) and find a 
good brandy works just as well.  Peel, core and thinly slice 
the apples in discs.  Put a layer of apples in a buttered dish 
and brush them with the butter/brandy mixture.  Add another 
layer of apples, brush with the butter mix and continue in 
this manner until all your apples are used.  The apples will 
shrink quite a lot as they cook, so it’s important to account 
for that by piling up the layers until they protrude above the 
top edge of your pan by about 2cm. 
Cover the top with a layer of non-stick baking paper and 
then two layers of foil wrapped tightly over the top to exert 
some pressure.  Bake in a moderate oven for 90 minutes.  
Remove from the oven, take off the foil and lightly press 
the apples with the back of a large spoon; they should have 
shrunk back a bit.  Replace the baking paper, but not the 
foil, and return to the oven for a further 2 hours.  The apples 
will shrink by almost half and should form a cohesive block.  
Cool completely before turning out.  Note:  if you own a 
meatloaf press, it is ideal for making this dish, just keep 
winding the pressure plate down a little at a time, as the 
apples shrink, to keep an even shape and level top. This 
terrine keeps well and can be frozen.  Although intended as 
a dessert, it is also wonderful served with cheese.
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St David’s News
What a roller coaster ride this 
Covid thing is! Just when you think 
we’re heading out of it (as I write) 
restrictions are on again, testing is 
called for and lives are disrupted. 
But whatever inconveniences we 
may feel, they pale in comparison to 
what’s taking place overseas where 
thousands of lives are being lost, 
families are torn apart, businesses in ruins. Perspective is a good thing.
We’re told this type of thing will be the new ‘covid normal’, I guess that means 
we should expect such sudden changes to our lives and instability to ensure the 
community is safe. I must admit though, and I suspect like many others, it’s nice 
to live stable, predictable (but not boring!) lives. When you make plans and they 
come to fruition. I guess we enjoy a level of trust that tomorrow will be, in the 
grand scheme of things, a bit like today.
But life just isn’t always like that. We gotta roll with the punches, whether they are 
good, bad or devastating.
One of the comforting things about being a Christian person is the steadiness, 
trustworthiness and dare I say it, predictability of God. God’s promises to us 
(we find in the Bible), his character, his love for us don’t change and are not 
affected by Covid or anything this world throws at us. Hebrews 13:8 says, “Jesus 
Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.” The point is clear, we 
can trust Jesus, we can trust his words to us in the Bible. God is steadfast and 
unchanging, and that is comforting in such a changing world.
If you’d like to know more about this unchanging God then come along to one 
of our services listed below. Everyone is welcome, whether you are already a 
believer or you’re just trying to work things out.
REGULAR SERVICES 
Our service times at Robertson are:
Sundays  @8am Traditional (1st and 4th of the month)
  @10am Contemporary Family (weekly)
We meet on the 3rd Sunday of each month at St David’s Burrawang at 4.30pm.
If you cannot make one of our services I suggest subscribing to our YouTube 
channel, where you can watch the Robertson sermons, search on YouTube 
‘Robertson Burrawang Anglican Church.’
Rev Graham Thomas
Minister
Robertson / Burrawang Anglican Church
robertsonanglican.org.au
4885 1210
Find us on Facebook.

My adventure to 
Robertson Crop swap

Robertson Crop swap has been 
going for many years and is a great 
way to off load your excess fruit and 
vegetables and to recycle other bits.
Crop swap is on Saturday mornings 
9:00am - 10:30am at the CTC in 
Robertson (58-60 Hoddle street 
Robertson) and is for anyone in the 
local area, not just Robertson.
Not only can you take your excess 
fruit and veg to crop swap you can 
take:

 🍐 Herbs
 🍐 Eggs 
 🍐 Egg cartons
 🍐 Glass jars
 🍐 Magazines
 🍐 Seedlings and plants
 🍐 Cut flowers
 🍐 Homemade jams and sauces
 🍐 Worm wee 
 🍐 Pretty much anything that you 

have a surplus of that you think 
someone else could use 

You can go even if you don’t have 
anything to swap that week because 
you may have  something the 
following week.
The morning I went there was plenty 
of swapping going on. There was 
also recipe swapping and gardening 
advice too.
Anything that is left over is either kept 
for the following week or given to 
people in need.
I really recommend you go and have 
a browse one Saturday. You might be 
surprised and come home with some 
treats.
A big thankyou 
to Judy Fisk for 
making me feel 
so welcome.

Glenda Young
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Rachel Russell
Campaign for Respectful 

Representation on 
Wingecarribee Shire Council

My first campaign was when I was eleven years old. Aussie kid at an International 
School in Oxfordshire. You may well laugh about the nature of this campaign, but 
it was really quite serious. Do any of you remember the toilet paper that came 
in a box: small squares with the texture of baking paper? How can anyone hope 
to maintain good hygiene and cleanliness standards with that as an option?  So 
I started a school-wide petition and presented it to the Principal, who saw my 
point. Health and Safety issue. We got proper toilet rolls. On that note I have 
learnt on the campaign trail that our current Toilet Policy could do with some 
improvements.
I’m now on a campaign as a candidate for Wingecarribee Shire Council to protect 
the qualities that make our Southern Highlands such a special place to live. Our 
villages are jewels in the crown. They embody unique qualities only possible 
when you have a walkable community surrounded by farmland or forest, with a 
village hall, school and general store, all of which Burrawang has. Burrawang in 
particular is fortunate to have the pub overlooking its idyllic landscape. 
It was the charm of Burrawang village lifestyle that inspired my former husband 
and I to move to Burrawang from Canberra in 2009. Walking my daughter down 
Church Street to school each morning fulfilled childhood dreams for me of an 
ideal: when I was a kid I had to catch a bus to my public school a couple of 
suburbs away and deal with traffic, which I hate. It was not an easy time for me 
in other ways: my former husband had multiple disabilities due to his military 
service, and I was his full-time carer. The beauty of the house and garden at 
Mumble Cottage and the Burrawang Village sustained my spirit through some 
very tough times, so I have a lot to be grateful for, even indebted. Protecting such 
beauty and unique character as we face development pressure is one of my key 
concerns as a candidate for Council.
I called my Independent ticket of nine candidates Respectful Representation 
because I see this has been lacking in previous councils. Consultation needs to 
be early and ongoing to ensure we make well-informed decisions sensitive to the 
individual needs of places and communities. If you choose to accept me as your 
representative, I give you my commitment to listen to all concerns equally, not 
just pay attention to the loudest voices.
All my life I have been involved in advocacy, lobbying and liaison: I’m here to 
help, and inspire the shire that we can elect in capable Councillors with future 
focus and positive vision. For example, I’d like to create and connect safe and 
accessible pathways for walking and cycling across our Shire to ease traffic and 
parking pressure and promote good health. If you’d like to speak to me, please 
call me 0435575354. 
Rachel Russell 

Update on the Burrawang 
Street Library

It is nearly four years since we 
installed the Burrawang Street Library 
on the porch of the School of Arts. 
During that time, we have thoroughly 
enjoyed sharing our passion for books, 
games, music and films with fellow 
residents and visitors in the village. 
Now we are leaving, it is probably 
useful for you to know that the library 
will now be in the capable hands of 
Annella Wheatley.
So, if you have an extra copy of 
a novel (an ex-Mother’s Day or 
Christmas gift perhaps?), a well-
loved picture-book, jigsaw puzzle or 
a DVD, Annella would love you to 
donate these. Just pop the item in 
the appropriate shelf and let others 
share the joy of reading, listening, 
or watching. Please remember that 
if you have more than a few items, 
she would prefer that you contact her 
directly on 0404 029 824 

Information & Disclaimer
This publication is intended to 
be a Village Newsletter for the 

distribution of general information 
and events, not a Broadsheet for 
political comment. Whilst opinions 

expressed do not necessarily 
represent the present Committee 

of the Association, any information 
submitted to the editor which is likely 

to offend or concern a member or 
a  resident, will be withheld form 

publication.
Correspondence in relation to this 
should be addressed to the Editor.
the.burrawang.herald@gmail.com

mailto:Burrawangherald%40gmail.com%20?subject=
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Classic fondue – a winter favourite

Please note, this is very much a shared dish, so under current circumstances 
use your best judgement and take all necessary precautions to keep yourself and 
your guests safe.
Coming into the colder months, it’s the perfect time to think about hearty and 
warming foods. What better way to stave off the chill like hot cheese? 
While there are as many recipes for fondue as there are Swiss mountain peaks, 
this is a super simple go-to using relatively easy to procure ingredients as well as 
utensils and pots you likely have already in the kitchen. (It should be said there 
are good reasons for getting a proper fondue pot and warmer that can sit on the 
table but you can always just raise the pot off the table with a makeshift stand 
and light a few tea candles underneath.)
Ideally you want 100-150g of cheese per person. It doesn’t sound like much but 
given that you’re using bread to scoop it with, it can get filling pretty quickly. It’s a 
good idea to have a nice fresh salad with a zesty acidic dressing to balance the 
melty cheese. It’s also nice to have some cured meats or something extra but 
that’s all up to you.
The usual suspects in terms of cheese are Swiss Gruyère and Emmental  (ideally 
the real deal and not just supermarket ‘Swiss cheese’ – it really does make a 
difference) and a third wedge for a bit of extra zap, often Vacherin Fribourgeois 
(not super common) or Appenzeller (more available), or Raclette if you love it 
stinky (fairly common these days). It’s not traditional, of course, but even just a 
good, strong cheddar for bite can work. You don’t want anything too hard that 
won’t melt in properly like Parmigiano or a hard Pecorino. A good basic ratio 
is 3:3:1, which is easy to just make into a shopping list of 300g Gruyère, 300g 
Emmental  and 100g third cheese.
If you don’t have the traditional caquelon (and if you or your parents didn’t get 
one as a wedding gift in the ‘60s or ‘70s you probably won’t), the best pot to use 
is an enameled pot like a Le Creuset. It doesn’t have to be non-stick but you don’t 
want something too prone to sticking, either.
What you’ll need, for a good amount for four people:
1 garlic clove
300g Gruyère, grated
300g Emmental, grated
100g Vacherin Fribourgeois (or alternative), grated
1 cup dry white wine (no consensus, as far as I’m aware, on the best, but 
something with good acidity for balance
1tsp corn starch, mixed with a small amount of water to create a slurry
30ml (a shot) Kirsch (cherry liqueur)
1 loaf of crusty or day-old bread cut into 2cm sq. cubes
Salt & pepper optional and/or to taste
Start by rubbing the garlic clove all around the inside of the pot.
Next, over a medium heat add the grated cheese to the pot and stir constantly, 
gradually pouring in the wine as it begins to melt. 

Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade
000
(106 for people with hearing or 
speech impairment)
www.triplezero.gov.au

State Emergency Service (SES)
132-500
www.ses.nsw.gov.au

Bowral Hospital
(02) 4861-0200
www.swslhd.nsw.gov.au/bowral

Bush Fire Information Line
1800-679-737
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au

Poisons Information Hotline
131-126
www.chw.edu.au

DoCS Helpline
132-111
www.community.nsw.gov.au

NSW road closures
132-701
www.livetraffic.com

Wingecarribee Shire Council
General Enquiries:
Civic Centre, 68 Elizabeth St Moss 
Vale NSW 2577
Phone: (02) 4868 0888
Fax: (02) 4869 1203
Email: mail@wsc.nsw.gov.au

Emergency Services
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Add the Kirsch and stir in the corn starch mix. 
Stir continuously in a figure eight motion until smooth, 
bubbling just a bit and without any unmelted lumps. The 
constant stirring helps combine all the ingredients and 
avoids separation of liquids and cheese.
Transfer either to a smaller pot over flame or put the whole 
pot onto on-table heating (eg gel burners or aforementioned 
tea candles).
To eat, each person should have a small pile of the bread 
and a long skewer (or fondue fork, if you have a fondue set). 
Impale a piece of bread and, in turns, scoop the cheese 
from the pot, running your skewer around the edge of the 
pot, scraping from the sides. This both helps you not to lose 
the bread in the mix but also keeps the mixture moving – if 
allowed to sit for too long or cool the cheese mixture will 
begin to firm up. As a matter of etiquette, take care to grab 
the bread off the fork nimbly with teeth rather than putting 
the whole end in your mouth – this is to reduce how much 
you’re effectively ‘double dipping’ – especially something to 
consider during a pandemic!
Keep going until the pot is finished. At the end, there may 
well be a crusty cooked bit of cheese stuck to the bottom 
of the pot. Scrape it off and share around – or don’t… It is 
traditionally a highly prized part of the meal and should not 
be thrown out!
This is a great dish to have with friends and definitely 
one that, once you’ve done it once, you’ll realise is not as 
intimidating as it may seem. Enjoy.

Hugh Nicholas
Cheese etc.

For all your Building and 
Renovations needs;

 🔨 Extensions & Alterations
 🔨 Project management
 🔨 Kitchen & Bathrooms
 🔨 Open plan living
 🔨 Structural Landscaping
 🔨 Decks & retaining walls
 🔨 Repairs & Maintenance

You name it, 
we can do it!

Volunteers needed!!
Join us at 9.30 on the 4th Wednesday morning each 

month at the boardwalk between George and Harman 
Streets Burrawang. 

Contact Cath Ward 0405 151 651
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Book Review - By PJW
It is a cold, wet afternoon in late autumn; flurries of rain beat against the window. A cup of tea and a plate of warm scones 
and plum jam sit on the table beside me. A spaniel lies at my feet, snoring quietly. Bach is playing in the background. 
My thoughts, as they are increasingly wont in my retirement, are preoccupied with homicide and violent death! 
I am reading Richard Osman’s The Thursday Murder Club, set in a comfortable retirement village 
in which four elderly residents who meet (each Thursday) to discuss crimes and whodunits are 
confronted with an actual murder they are determined to investigate and solve.
It is an engaging and entertaining book, well-constructed and, in parts, quite funny. It is also 
deceptively clever, embracing rather than subverting, as modern authors more often try to do, 
the traditions of the classic English mystery. This is, in its own way, quite artful. Osman assumes 
we share his affection for the genre, so, instead of trying to confound or surprise the reader, 
such clichés as misdirection and the requisite pursuit of red herrings are despatched with good 
humour and a knowing wink. We share the sly joke as secrets are exposed and possible motives 
accumulate among the various characters. Yet the solution itself is elegant and, if it has not quite 
lain in plain sight throughout the novel, it does not feel arbitrary or imposed upon the plot.
In the time of covid, with all its uncertainties and anxieties, The Thursday Murder Club is as cosy and satisfying as freshly 
baked scones. 
A small but significant resource that binds us together as a community is the street library on the verandah of the School of 
Arts. It is a tribute to the efforts of Sally and Rob, who created the library and have devoted much care and many hours to 
maintaining it. 
Sadly, Sally and Rob are leaving the village; however, the library will continue.
There is a wide selection of fiction and non-fiction books, children’s books, games and DVDs. 
Recent additions include Robert Harris’s World War II thriller V-2 and the elegant but dark, and very disturbing, Dutch 
psychological thriller The Dinner (that has been made into three films since its publication in 2009). And, for those who may 
choose to devote this period of restricted travel to self-improvement, Jordan Peterson’s 12 Rules for Life.
Just as in a traditional library, the items on the shelves do not represent all its resources. Other books are held in storage 
or, as the new custodians insist on describing it, “stack”. Those books, together with additional donations, will be rotated 
through the cupboard every few weeks. So, as books are returned and the items on display changed, it is worth dropping by 
the library regularly
The Thursday Murder Club is available from that other local library, Wingecarribee (at Bowral).

Stitch and Bitch,
Knit and Natter, Yarn and Yarn.

Every Friday at 9 30am
upstairs in the Burrawang General Store Cafe.

Bring along your knitting, crochet, embroidery, weaving, tapestry, or 
anything else and join us for the afternoon.

All welcome!!
Contact Cath Ward 0405 151 651 for more details
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Know your Neighbourhood 

1. Hillview - Hillview’s Sculpture Biennial celebrates some 
of the most exciting talent in the world of sculpture and 
is held May.

2. the Surveyor General, Berrima
3. The town of Moss Vale was formed in 1864, named 

after popular local herdsman Jemmy Moss.
4. Bundanoon 
5. An Australian cycad with palmlike leaves and a 

sunken underground trunk. The poisonous nut of the 
burrawang, which becomes edible after prolonged 
soaking.

6. The name “Mittagong” is said to come from an 
Aboriginal word meaning “little mountain”. Other 
suggested meanings are “a companion” and “plenty of 
native dogs”, as the Mittagong range was home to many 
dingos at one time.

7. Hauled by a heritage diesel locomotive and featuring 
restored and maintained carriages, the Cockatoo 

Run operates a return tour from Sydney through to 
Robertson or Moss Vale via Wollongong.

8. Gundungurra - Long before the first Europeans passed 
through the Southern Highlands in 1798, this area 
was part of the lands occupied by the Gundungurra 
people, whose territory ranged from Cox’s River and 
Warragamba in the north, to Goulburn in the south.

9. In 1958 The Briars was bought by Sydney Church of 
England Girls’ Grammar School to enlarge their Moss 
Vale School and for 16 years the students learnt the art 
of housekeeping and boarded in the residence. On the 
current site Charles Throsby opened a new inn in 1845, 
called The Royal Oak, now known as The Briars.

10. The Bong Bong Picnic Races, commenced in 1886, 
attracted crowds of up to 35,000 but were suspended 
in 1985 and resumed in 1992 as a members-only event 
and is held annually in November.

Friday 25 June 2021  
7.30pm

Friday 30 July 2021  
7.30pm

Friday 27 August 2021  
7.30pm

Burrawang School of Arts
Film Nights
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What’s On CALENDAR
June 2021

July 2021

August 2021

Sunday 6 4.00pm Australian Haydn Ensemble Presents:  
Beethoven’s Pastoral
Burrawang School of Arts

https://burrawangvillage.com/
whats-on/

Friday 25 7.30pm Film Night –  I Know Where I’m Going! Michael Kelly  4886 4323

Saturday 10th 
July

6.30pm Medieval Feast 
Burrawang  School of Arts

https://www.trybooking.com/
events/landing?eid=760196&

Friday 30 7.30pm Film Night – It Happened One Night Michael Kelly  4886 4323

Saturday 7 9.30am Burrawang Wildes Meadow Community Assoc. – 
Annual General Meeting

email bwmcommunityassoc@
gmail.com

Friday 31 7.30pm Film Night - Fargo Michael Kelly  4886 4323

Tuesday 9.15am Yoga Class 
Burrawang School of Arts

Roxanne Hayes 
0400 063 097

Wednesday 7.30pm Burrawang Rural Fire Brigade – Training at the 
fire shed, Hoddle St. All welcome.

Phillipa Drewett 
0419 426 874 

4th Wed Monthly 9.30am Burrawang Bushcare Cath Ward 
0405 151 651

Friday 9.30am Stitch and Bitch yarning circle 
Burrawang General Store Cafe

Cath Ward 
0405 151 651

1st, 3rd, 5th Sunday - 8.00am
2nd, 4th Sunday - 5.00pm

St Peter’s Burrawang (Catholic) 4868 1931

3rd Sunday @
month

4.30pm St David’s Burrawang Rev Graham Thomas
4885 1210

Regular Events

(02) 4861 4093


